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Abstract
Neutrino beams produced from the decay of muons in a racetrack-like decay ring (the so called Neutrino Factory)
provide a powerful way to study neutrino oscillation physics and, in addition, provide unique beams for neutrino
interaction studies.
The Neutrinos from STORed Muons (nuSTORM) facility is a neutrino factory-like facility designed for short base-
line neutrino oscillation and neutrino interaction studies. However, due to the particular nature of nuSTORM, it can
also provide an intense, very pure, muon neutrino beam from pion decay, which is possibly suitable for long-baseline
neutrino oscillation searches as well. This so-called ”Neo-conventional” muon neutrino beam from nuSTORM makes
nuSTORM a hybrid neutrino factory.
In this paper, the facility is described and a description of the neutrino beams and the precision to which they can be
determined is given. Sensitivity plots are presented that indicate how well the facility can perform for short-baseline
oscillation searches and show its potential for a neutrino interaction physics program. Finally, the concept of the
“Neo-conventional” muon neutrino beam available at the nuSTORM facility is brieﬂy discussed.
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1. Introduction
Using a muon decay to produce a neutrino beam
with a well deﬁned spectrum and ﬂux composition is
an established idea. This concept was developed into
the Neutrino Factory facility proposal, which was then
addressed in several dedicated research and develop-
ment studies culminating in the International Design
Study for the Neutrino Factory (IDS-NF) [1]. The Neu-
trino Factory will consist of a high power proton driver,
the output of which is directed towards a pion produc-
tion target; a decay channel, where the muon beam is
formed; the muon front end, where the beam is prepared
for the acceleration and the muon accelerator, boosting
the energy to the required value. Once the muon beam is
accelerated to its desired energy, it will be injected into
the ring. One of the straight sections points towards near
and far detectors producing ν beams for both interaction
and oscillation physics. Although it has been shown that
such a facility will be superior in its discovery poten-
tial with respect to a conventional neutrino beam facil-
ity based on pion decay, it requires the construction of
many new accelerator components, which do not exist
at present.
In order to allow for the start of neutrino physics ex-
periments based on muon decay using conventional ac-
celerator technology, the neutrinos from STORed Muon
beam (nuSTORM) project was proposed [2]. In nuS-
TORM high energy pions produced at the target will
be directed into the ring after passing through a short
transfer line equipped with a chicane. Once in the ring,
decaying pions will form the muon beam. A fraction of
the muon beam with energy lower than the injected par-
ent pions will be stored in the ring and a fraction with
similar or larger energy will be extracted at the end of
the long straight section to avoid activation in the arc.
They may also be used for accelerator research and de-
velopment studies for future muon accelerators.
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nuSTORM provides a unique environment for mea-
suring neutrino scattering cross-sections at a level that
will be limited by detector systematic errors. In ad-
dition, the nuSTORM facility will allow, for the ﬁrst
time, large samples of electron neutrino events to be col-
lected. This is of high importance for all long baseline
neutrino experiments as the uncertainties in the knowl-
edge of neutrino interactions are a major source of sys-
tematic errors.
nuSTORM is also able to contribute to the search
for sterile neutrinos, in particular by resolving the long
standing LSND-MiniBooNE anomaly.
Last but not least, it will be a technology test bed for
the decay ring and provides a wonderful test facility for
neutrino detectors. It has indeed potential for intense
low energy muon beam, enables technology research
and development, especially regarding instrumentation
and neutrino detectors.
2. nuSTORM facility
There are currently two possible implementations, at
Fermilab (see Fig. 1) and at CERN (see Fig. 2). JPARC
is also an option, but will not be discussed here.
In the FNAL option, the protons from the Main In-
jector (MI) are extracted at 120 GeV and transported to
the target hall, where they hit a carbon or inconel tar-
get. The resulting pions are collected with a horn at a
momentum of 5 GeV/c (±10%), then transported and
injected in the decay ring using the so-called stochastic
injection. The transport line uses a chicane to select the
desired pion charge. Stochastic injection [3] is the tech-
nique used to inject pions into the ring. Pion decays that
occur in the ﬁrst straight of the ring can produce a muon
that is captured within the acceptance of the ring. The
remaining pions that did not decay by the end of the ﬁrst
straight section are extracted with a system identical to
the injection one. The stochastic injection has three dis-
tinctive advantages in this particular case: ﬁrst is the
cost, since there is no need for a pion decay channel to
be built; the second advantage is that the system works
without a kicker, which removes any constraint on the
minimum circumference of the decay ring coming from
the rise time and fall time of the kicker; and lastly the
stochastic injection scheme gives access to a neutrino
beam from pion decay, that is extremely pure and has
physics possibilities in its own right.
A near detector is installed 50 m away from the end
of the straight section, and a far detector is installed ap-
proximately 2000 m away.
In the CERN option, the concept is identical to the
FNAL option, with the protons used for the experiment
coming from the SPS, and extracted at 100 GeV [4].
There are two options for the racetrack decay
ring. The ﬁrst option is composed of large aper-
ture quadrupoles and pure dipoles, with no chromatic
correction (see footprint in Fig. 3). The momentum
acceptance for the circulating beam is ±10% around
3.8 GeV/c, and the transverse acceptance is 2 πmm.rad,
both in horizontal and vertical. Linear optics are pre-
sented in Fig. 4.
The second option is a racetrack Fixed Field Alternat-
ing Gradient (FFAG) ring (see foot print in Fig. 5), using
the recent developments in zero-chromatic FFAGs with
long straight sections [5]. In this case the momentum
acceptance is ±16% around 3.8 GeV/c, and the trans-
verse acceptance is more than 1 π mm.rad, both in hori-
zontal and vertical. Linear optics are presented in Fig. 6
and Fig. 7.
Figure 2: Overview of the implementation at CERN. The red rect-
angle is the target station,the blue line is the decay ring, and the red
arrows represent the neutrino ﬂux. The blue circle is the SPS.
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Figure 1: Overview of the implementation at FNAL.
Figure 3: Footprint of the FODO solution for the decay ring.
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Figure 4: Linear optics for the FODO solution.Horizontal beta func-
tion is plotted in blue, vertical beta function is in red, and periodic
dispersion is in green.
To date, the Fermilab option has had the most study,
and simulations are based on it.
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Figure 6: beta functions of half of the ring for the FFAG solution. Red
plain line represents horizontal beta function, and dotted purple line
represents the vertical beta function. The plot is centered on the arc
part.
3. Neutrino ﬂux
The neutrino ﬂux has been computed in the case of
the FODO solution with the following approximation.
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Figure 5: Footprint of the FFAG solution for the decay ring.
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Figure 7: Dispersion function of half of the ring for the FFAG solu-
tion. The plot is centered on the arc part.
Since full tracking of the muon in the ring is compu-
tationally extensive, the beam was sampled in a single
FODO cell of the straight section, then this sample is
used at diﬀerent decay points over the entire straight
section. The results are presented for the near detec-
tor (see Fig. 8) at 50 m of the end of the decay straight
with a 3 m radius, and for the far detector (see Fig. 9)
at 2000 m of the end of the decay straight with a 3 m
radius. The shift in energy in the far detector ﬂux com-
pared with the near detector ﬂux is due to kinematic ef-
Figure 8: Flux at the near detector.
fects.
3.1. Interaction studies
The interaction rates must be understood by type,
since it dictates the signiﬁcance of the systematics in
the oscillations. The decay of other species will only
result in background noise for the selected channel, and
must be kept to the minimum if possible. The chicane in
the pion transport will do the charge selection and play
an important role in the purity of the decay beam.
One main advantage of the nuSTORM facility, is the
number of interaction channels accessible (see Table 1).
Many channels can be studied in nuSTORM, and in par-
ticular, the amount of νe data that can be accumulated at
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Figure 9: Flux at the far detector.
nuSTORM on νe interactions will be orders of magni-
tude larger than all the data accumulated at Gargamelle,
T2K and Minerνa. Another advantage of nuSTORM
is the accuracy of the measurement of the muon beam,
since a divergence resolution of 1% is achievable with
diagnostics in the ring.
Table 1: Interaction channels accessible with nuSTORM.
ID Stored μ+ Stored μ−
1 ν¯μp→ μ+n νμn→ μ+p
2 νen→ e−p ν¯e p→ e+n
3 ν¯μn→ μ+π−n νμn→ μ−π+n
4 ν¯μp→ μ+π0p νμn→ μ−π0p
5 ν¯μp→ μ+π−p νμp→ μ−π+p
6 νen→ e−π+n ν¯en→ e+π−n
7 νe p→ e−π0p ν¯e p→ e+π0n
8 νe p→ e−π+p ν¯e p→ e+π−p
9 ν¯μ, νe → X νμ, ν¯e → X
3.2. Sterile neutrinos
Assuming 1018 useful muons μ+ decays, a 1.3 kTon
iron-scintillator calorimeter detector, and 1% systemat-
ics (0.5% rate and 0.5% cross-sectional systematics),
we obtain the physics reach for the appearance search
for νe → νμ and disappearance search for νμ presented
in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11, respectively. In the absence of
interaction studies, 5% systematics is a reasonable as-
sumption. It would not signiﬁcantly alter the appear-
ance search, but it would have a bigger impact on the
disappearance search.
3.3. Neutrino ﬂux from pions
Since nuSTORM is a hybrid facility, we have also
access to a neutrino beam from pion decay. The ﬂux
expected from such decays, as measured at a reference
Figure 10: Appearance search for νe → νμ.
Figure 11: Disappearance search for νμ.
plane 50 m from the end of the straight (at near detec-
tor), is presented in Fig. 12. Beam backgrounds below
1% are predicted, which is an improvement over con-
ventional pion-decay beams.
4. Summary
The nuSTORM facility addresses essential questions
in the neutrino physics, in particular by oﬀering the best
possible way to precisely measure neutrino cross sec-
tions and providing a deﬁnitive search for sterile neutri-
nos in the LSND regime. It would also serve as a proof
of principle for the Neutrino Factory and can contribute
to the research and development for future muon accel-
erators.
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